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In this paper we continue the study of excision for K1 of algebraic curves begun in 
[4]. If A c B are commutative rings and I is a B-ideal contained in A, then excision 
holds if the natural map K1(A, I) + K1(B, I) is an isomorphism. By “curve” we mean 
an algebra A of finite type over a field k, such that if P is a minimal prime ideal of A, 
then A/P is of Krull dimension 1. This is an abuse of notation, but is shorter than 
“co-ordinate ring of an affine curve.” All the curves that we consider in the paper are 
reduced and irreducible, i.e. A is already a domain. We have not thought about 
non-reduced curves. For reduced curves the additional assumption of irreducibility 
involves no loss of generality, as can be seen from the proof of Theorem 9 in [4]. The 
methods we use in the curve case sometimes work for subrings of R[t], R a 
commutative ring. This paper is a revision and extension of the unpublished 
manuscript [S]. 
In order to prove that excision holds we use the exact sequence of Swan (see 
Section 1) or its improvement due to Vorst (see Section 2). Usually we find explicit 
generators of R *,,., &I/I2 and then show that these generators map to 1 in 
K1(A, I). However in Section 4 we use a trick of Swan [15, p. 2381. Using these 
methods we show that excision holds if enough integers are invertible (Theorem 3.1, 
Theorem 3.3) or if the ground field is perfect (Theorem 4.2). 
We also give counterexamples to excision in all characteristics. In order to prove 
that elements in the kernel of the excision homomorphism are non-zero we use in this 
paper only one method, the “12-trick” (see proof of Theorem 6.3). However we have 
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been able to obtain some (but not all) of the results in Section 7 by a different method. 
Namely (in the notation of Section 7) we use norm residue symbols to obtain maps 
Kl(A, I) + Z/p2 = group of roots of unity in a cyclotomic number field, which are 
non trivial on ker(Ki(A, I) + K1(B, I)). One example of this approach is written up in 
[5, Section 51. 
Note that both “Swan’s trick” and the “I*-trick” depend on knowing something 
about KzR[r]/t”. We use [13] and [14] as our references for this. In Section 7 we have 
not really been able to avoid normal residue symbols because the computation of 
KzA[t]/t” that is needed in the I*-trick depends ultimately on norm residue 
symbols. 
In some cases our methods of showing that elements in the kernel of excision are 
zero or that they are non-zero can be combined to yield a computation of the kernel 
of excision (Sections 6, 7, 9). 
We also have examples (Proposition 8.2) in which KI(A, I)-, K1(B, I) is not an 
isomorphism but K1(A, J) + K1(B, J) is an isomorphism for some J c I. 
For convenience we denote the integers by Z, the units of a ring R by R*, II;,, by 
n nIA and f2&a by 0,. All rings are commutative with 1. 
1. Some preliminaries 
Swan [15, Section 41 obtained the exact sequence 
where 
The symbol on the right is a Mennicke symbol. Rules for manipulating Mennicke 
symbols are stated in [15, p. 228-2291. Note that [r_xbJ is linear in b and x. In [4] we 
showed that the tensor product could be taken over A and used this sequence to show 
that if (3n - 2)! is a unit in R, then K1(A, I) + K1(B, I) is an isomorphism, A = R 0 
r”R, B = R[t], I = t”R. This was done by observing that 
[l;;tb]“=[l;;tb]a=lo =l (AER@r”R,ban+l). 
Thus the order of 
ta L 1 1 Club 
divides 6. Also 
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If b is a unit we can replace A by b-‘A and get 
a7 
Since B/A is generated as an abelian group by At’ and I/I2 is generated by pti 
(A, p E R, 1 G i c n - 1, n ~,i s 2n - l), B/A OA I/I2 is generated by At’ 0 t! Thus it 
suffices to show that 
ti 
c I 
l+Ati+i = l 
in order for excision to hold. But i +j G 3n - 2, so excision holds if (3n - 2)! is a unit in 
R. 
The following two lemmas show that it suffices to have (2n - l)! a unit. 
Lemma 1.1. Let A c B be commutative rings, Z a B ideal contained in A and t E B 
such that t’ E I, i 5 n. If A E B is such that for n + 1 c b 
tb c 1 1 +Atb = 1 in K1(A, I) 
(e.g. A E A), then in K1(A, I) 
[l~,~b]=[l~~:b]c forn+lcb,c=1,2,...,b-n. 
Theorem 1.2. If A, B, I, A are as in Lemma 1.1 andbz=2n+l, then 
ta 
[ 1 1 +Atb =l fornsasb-1. 
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since At b-W-n-1) = ht”+l E I and Arb-” E I. 
These two lemmas can also be proved using Vorst’s Theorem (which is stated in 
Section 2). 
2. Excision and 12LlA 
We consider Swan’s excision exact sequence [15, p. 2351 
(B/A) Oz (1/12) J% KI(A, I) + KI(B, 1) + 0. 
In [43 it was observed that the tensor product can be taken over A instead of 2, and in 
[16].Vorst observed that 4 factors 
where cp(b 0 x) = (db) 0 x and W @i&2 0 x) = E(~z, bix). Indeed, for x E I and 
bl, b2 E B we have 
E(bh, xl = 
[,_,:,,x]=[l-b:b2x][lb~~~x] 
= [ 1 _;;2x][ 1 _bg:xb,x] = 02, blx)e(bl, bzx). 
Theorem (Vorst). f2;,, Oe I/I ’ + K1(A, I) + K,(B, I) -* 0 is exact. In particular, if 
as/A = 0, then K1(A, I) = K1(B, I). 
We remark that K1(A, I) = U(A, I)OSK1(A, I) and Kl(B, I) = U(B, I)0 
SK1(B, I). Also U(A, I) = U(B, I), so it does not matter whether one writes Ki or 
SK1 in these excision sequences. Note also that nsjA = 0 in the cases covered by 
Theorems 2, 3,8,9 of [4]. 
Now let A be a reduced irreducible affine curve over a field k. Suppose B is the 
integral closure of A, and that the conductor of A in B is I. B is a Dedekind domain 
so we can write I = Pt1P$2 - * - Pp where Pi are distinct maximal ideals (“points”) of 
B and ai 2 1. In order to apply Vorst’s Theorem we must compute Rsla. 
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Theorem 2.1. Let B be a connected non-singular curve over a field k, and I = 
9 
;:: 
;2 . . - P:’ where the Pi are distinct maximal ideals of B and ai P 1. Suppose 
urt ermore that B/Pi = Ki is a separable xtension field of k. For A = k @I 0~1~ s 
$1-1 B/Ppl where bi = ai if char k = p > 0, p(ai and bi = ai - 1 otherwise. The ith 
component is generated by the image of dti where ti is any element of B with valuation 1 
at Pi. 
Proof. Let S = B/I. By Theorem 58 of [9, p. 1871 there is an exact sequence 
I/ I2 : Rn,* ens + ns,* + 0. 
If ic I and b E B then in RelA we have 0 = d(ib) = idb + bdi = idb. Therefore 
~f&llA = 0, and IIB,AOBS = RSIA. Furthermore S(i) = di = 0, so S = 0. The image of 
A in S is k, so .12sjA = Rs,k and f&iA = f2,,. But S = ni_, B/P?. Thus we are 
reduced to computing &,,k where Si = B/P?. By Lemma 2.2 Si = Ki[u]/U”i. There- 
fore &,,K~ = Ki[U J/U bi where bi is as defined in the statement of the theorem. Since Ki 
is separable over k we have 
If t has valuation 1 at Pi, then t maps to u in B/PFi, completing the proof of Theorem 
2.1, modulo Lemma 2.2 which is proved below. 
Remark. If k 01 c A c B, I = P?IP~“~ - - - PP, one might have 0~1~ = 0 I_ 1 B/P? 
with si strictly smaller than given in Theorem 2.1. For example let B = k[t], 
A = k@kt”-2@t”k[t], n > 3. Then the conductor of A in B is t”k[t] but RBIA = 
k[t]/t”-3 if n - 2 # 0 in k. 
Now we prove the two lemmas that were used in the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
Lemma 2.2. Let B be as in the statement of Theorem 2.1, and P a maximal ideal of B 
such that B/P = Kis a separablefield extension of k. Then B/P” = K[u]/u” for a 3 1. 
If t E B with valuation 1 at P, we can choose u to be the image oft. 
Proof. There is a surjection B/P“ -*K. Let K = k(a) where a has minimal poly- 
nomial F. Then F(a) = 0. By Hensel’s lemma [2, p. 841 there exists a’ E B/P” such 
that F(G) = 0 (note that F has coefficients in k, and k c B/P”). But K 3 k[X]/F(X) 
(a being the class of X). We can then split the surjection B/P” + K by sending X to 
a’. Now define a K-algebra homomorphism K[u]/u” + B/P” by sending u + t. This 
is well defined since ta E P”and is an inclusion since t’-’ k P”. Let a E B/P”. Suppose 
a maps to AOE K = B/P. Then a -Aoc PBIP”, so a -Ao= tp with SE B/P”. By 
repeating this process we get a = 1;:: hit'-' so the homomorphism K[u]/u” + B/P” 
is also onto. 
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Remark. If K is not separable over k the surjection B/P” --, B/P = K might fail to 
split. For example let B = k[r] and Z = (t2+cu)k[t], with k of characteristic 2 and 
cu$ k2. Consider the surjection 
Suppose there exists u E k[t]/(t’ +cY)~ such that u maps to t and ~‘+a. = 0. Then 
u = t +f(t2 + cu)(f~ k[t]). Thus 0 = u2 + (Y = t2 + (Y # 0, which is a contradiction. 
Lemma 2.3. Let T be any commutative ring, B = R[t] and A = R OFR[t] (FE B). 
Then RelA = R[r]/(F, F’), generated by dt. 
Proof. We know that RBjR is a free B-module with basis dt. 0~1~ has the additional 
relation da = 0 Vu E A, i.e. d(r’F) = 0 Vi. From i = 0 we get F’dt = 0, and from i = 1 
we get tF’dt + Fdt = 0. Hence Fdt = 0. From i > 1 we get t’F’ dt + it’-‘Fdt = 0 but 
this is a consequence of Fdt = 0 and F’dt = 0. 
3. Excision for cusps 
Let A be a reduced irreducible curve over a field k. Let B be the integral closure of 
A, and let Z be any B ideal contained in A. We wish to prove (under suitable 
hypotheses) that excision KI(A, I) J KI(B, I) holds. We can assume that A = kOZ 
for if A = (k @I) c Cc B then Z is also a Z3 ideal of C and we have surjections 
K1(A, I) + KI(C, I) --, K1(B, I). If the composition K1(A, I) + KI(B, I) is an iso- 
morphism then so is Ki(C, I) + Ki(B, I). 
Hence assume that Z = PY’Pz* - - - PF’ and A = k OZ. Let us assume that B/P; = Ki 
is a separable extension of k and that either char k = 0 or char k > 2a, - 1 for all i. 
The assumption on char k implies that ai # 0 in k, so by Theorem 2.1, 
f&,/, = 6 B/P;l-’ and Z/Z2 = c$P~~/P:“~. 
i=l i=l 
Thus 
In order to show that excision holds it suffices to prove that ly applied to each 
summand is zero. To simplify notation let P = Pi, K = B/P, a = ai. By Lemma 2.2, 
B/P” = K[u]/u”. Let t E B have valuation 1 at P and valuation 5 2ai at the other Pp 
The ith component of fZBjA @a Z/Z2 equals 
Wbllu O-l) du OK[ul (u”K[u]/u2”). 
This is generated as an abelain group by A (du) 0 uLlci (0 d i d a - l), A E K. Lift A to 
i E B and u to t E B. Since K/k is separable, dX maps to zero in the P-component of 
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n B/A. Aho t maps to zero in the other components. Thus 
_ 
&At 0 to+,) = d(h) 0 Ua+’ = A (du) @ U=+l 
(with image 0 in the other components). But 
Since i < a, a + i + 1 is a unit in k because of our assumption that char k > 2a - 1. 
Furthermore q(x @ P+i) = 0, so 
~(i@t”“)=[l~;;l” 
1 
= 1 for all i. 
Then 
t 
a+i o+i+l 
1 [I 
t 
a+i+l 
1 
n+i 
1 -Xta+i+l 
= l_Xta+i+l =l* 
If we start with i/a + i + 1 in place of x, we then conclude that 
E t 
a+i 
1 _;ita+i+l = l* 1 
Thus we get @(it 0 taci) = 0 in all cases. Altogether we have proved 
Theorem 3.1. Let A be a reduced irreducible curve over a field k, with integral closure 
B. Let Ibe any B-ideal contained in A. Let I = PT1Pi2 * * * PF’ where the P, are distinct 
maximal ideals of B. Suppose that B/Pi is a separable extension of k and that either 
char k = 0 or 0 <char k and char k > 2ai - 1 (1~ i c r). Then K,(A, I) G K1(B, I). 
The above method can be applied in several slightly more general situations. Let 
A, B, I, k be as in Theorem 3.1. Let L be any k-algebra, and A’=A Ok L, 
B’ = B C& L and I’ = I&L. Then we can work our way through the above proof with 
everything tensored over k with L. For example the ideals Pi = PiA’ are comaximal, 
B’/Pj = Ki Ok L = L[x]/f (x) where f E k[ x is a separable polynomial, and by [9, p. ] 
186(2)] we have aS’/A’= aB,A @,, L. The necessary “uniformizing parameters” can 
be chosen in B. Thus we get 
Corollary 3.2. Let k, A, B, I satisfy all the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1. Let L be any 
k-algebra. Then Kl(A Ok L, I Ok L) -% KI(B @k L, Z @k L). 
Similarly we get 
Theorem 3.3. Let R be a commutative ring and let f = nl=, fP8 where the fi are 
separable manic comaximal polynomials in R[t], i.e. (h(t), f:(t)) = 1 and 
(h(t), fr(t)) = 1 fori Z j. LetB = R[t], A = R 0 fR[t] and I = fB. Assume furthermore 
(2ai - l)! is invertible in R for all i. Then Kl(A, I) s Kl(B, I). 
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Comments on the proof. By Lemma 2.3 and the hypotheses on the fi we show that 
and l/1* = ,@r flR [ t]/ffai. 
The surjection R[t]/f? + R[t]/fi = S splits by the same argument as in the proof of 
Lemma 2.2, so we get R[t]/fi z S[u]/u”i, with u being the image of fi. The proof 
now continues as in Theorem 3.1. (There is a surjection R[t]+ fli_, R[t]/f?. Thus 
we can choose an element r E R[t] that maps to fi in the ith factor and 0 in all the 
others. This plays the role of t in the proof of Theorem 3.1.) 
4. Excision for curves over a perfect field 
In this section we prove that excision holds for any curve over a perfect field of 
characteristic p (without requiring that p be large compared with the orders of the 
cusps). Let B be any non-singular connected curve over a field k, I = P?‘P$* * - * P? 
an ideal of B and A = k 0 I. At first we will allow k to be any field, and will assume 
perfect of characteristic p where necessary. 
Lemma 4.1. Let R be any commutative ring, I c Jtwo ideals such that J” c Iforsome 
n 2 1. Then SKI(R, I) + SKI(R, J) is onto. 
Proof. By Proposition 3.9 of [l, p, 4691 there is an exact sequence SK1(R, I)+ 
SKl(R, J)+SKl(R/I, J/I). But SKI(R/I, J/I) = 0 by Proposition 3.10 of [l, p. 4691. 
The lemma follows. 
In particular SK1(A, I”) + SK1(A, I”) and SK1(B, I”) + SK1(B, I”‘) are onto for 
1 d m d n. The homomorphism K1(R, I) + KI(R, J) need not be onto. For example 
let R = k[t, t-l], J = (t- l)R, I = J*. Then t E U(R, J) c K1(R, J) but td U(R, I). 
Theorem 4.2. Let A be any reduced irreducible curve over a perfect jield of charac- 
teristic p. Let B be the integral closure of A, and I any B ideal contained in A. Then 
Kl(A, I) = Kl(B, I). 
Proof. By the remark at the beginning of Section 3, we can assume A = k @ I. We 
have a commutative diagram 
K*(B) ---, &(B/I*) --* SK1(B, I*) --, SKI(B) + SKI(B/I*) 
4= 4cp 111 = 4 l 
K*(B) + K2(B/I) ---* SK,(B, I) + SKI(B) + SKl(B/I). 
Since B is a curve, SK,(B/I*) = SKl(B/I) = 0. Let Ki = B/Pi. Since k is perfect Ki is 
separable over k. By Lemma 2.2, 
B/I = fIl K[uIlu"i and B/I* = ie, Ki[u]/u*“‘. 
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The fields Ki are also perfect so by [13, Theorem 31 
Thus cp is an isomorphism. Hence (I is an isomorphism. 
We can now apply the following argument, due to Swan [15, p. 2381. We have a 
commutative diagram 
B/A 0 12/14 + SKl(A, 12) --, SK*(B, 1’) + 0 
JO J 1 
BIA @ I/I2 + SKl(A, I) + SK,(B, I) + 0 
with exact rows. The right vertical arrow is an isomorphism, and the middle arrow is 
onto. By diagram chasing we get SKl(A, I) s SKl(B, I), hence Kl(A, I) = Kl(B, I). 
Similarly we have: 
Theorem 4.3. Let R be a commutative ring such that NKI(R) = 0 and RP = R. Let 
f=fll_, (t-ai)“i where ai-ajER*, B=R[t], I=fB, and R@IzAcB. Then 
K1(A, I) + K1(B, I) is an isomorphism. 
Proof. Here we have SKI(B) =SK,(R) and the homomorphisms SK*(B)+ 
SK,(B/I’) and SKI(B)-,SKl(B/I) are inclusions. Again ~0 is an isomorphism by 
[13] so by diagram chasing (I is an isomorphism. The proof continues as above. 
5. Computation of IL1 and iVKl 
Let R be any commutative ring and S an augmented R-algebra. The split inclusion 
R + S yields a split inclusion K,(R)+ Ki(S) and we define Xi(S) by the resulting 
direct sum decomposition Ki(S) = Ki(R)OIZi(S). Typically R c S c R[t]/t” and the 
splitting is given by sending t to 0. 
If excision holds one can try to compute KI(A) and NK1(A) by the Mayer-Vietoris 
sequence, as was done in [ll, 12, 41. For example let k be a field, B = k[t], 
f = fll=, fli where the fi are distinct separable irreducible polynomials. Let I = fk[t] 
and A = k 0 I. We have a Cartesian square 
If excision holds we get the Mayer-Vietoris sequence 
-K~(A/I)OK~(B)+K~(B/I)+K~(A)+KI(AII)OK~(B)+. 
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But A/Z=k and Ki(B)=Ki(k), and B/Z=ni,,K,[u]/u”’ (where Ki =k[t]/fi). 
Thus we get an exact sequence 
(k is mapped into nKi by the diagonal). Therefore 
In order for excision to hold we need either k perfect of characteristic p in which case 
Zt2Ki[U]/U”’ = 0, or (2ai-l)! a unit for all i, in which case E2Ki[U]/UQc = 
(ai - l)RK,/Z* If one of the fi (say f,) is linear, then 
This yields 
Theorem 5.1. Letk be afield, B = k[t], A = k @fk[t],f = fli=, ff* where thefi E Bare 
distinct irreducible polynomials, and Ki = B/f, is a separable extension field of k. Then 
(a) Zf k is perfect of characteristic p > 0, then 
(where im Kz(k) is the image of Kz(k) under K2 of rhe diagonal map k + fl;=, Ki). 
(b) Zf char k = 0 or char k > 2ai - 1 for all i, then 
SKl(A)=[ ,@l (ai-l)RK,/z]O[ ,gl Kz(Ki)/im 4(k)]. 
If B is any curve over the field k and A = k OZ for Z c B one can still get an exact 
sequence 
0 + coker cp + SKI(A) + SKI(B) --, 0 
where cp :K2(A/Z)OK2(B) + K2(B/Z). But we do not know what SKI(B) is nor do 
we know if the sequence splits. Conceivably the image of K2(B) in Kz(B/Z) could be 
larger than image K2(k) so we don’t even know what coker cp is. However with 
suitable care the field k can be replaced by a more general commutative ring. Of 
greatest interest is k[s], s an indeterminate. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 5.1 
(b) we can go through the same computations with k replaced by k[s] = K. Then we 
get 
SKi(A Ok K) = [z@, (ai - I)0 ,,,,,:,I B[ ,+t ZG(K Ok ZWim Z&(K)]. 
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A field is Kz-regular and as noted in [4, p. 211 
coker (0, + &,I) = (0, Ok ~k[~l)OGt~j,~ 
so we get 
Corollary 5.2. If k, B, Z, A are as in Theorem 5.1 (b), then 
Nil z 6 (ai - l)[(L’, C3 sK~[s])OK,[S]]. 
i=l 
6. Counterexamples to excision for cusps in characteristic p 
So far we have shown that excision holds in characteristic p if p is big enough 
(i.e. > max;(2ai - 1)) or if the ground ring is perfect. If R is not perfect and p is small, 
then excision may or may not hold. In this section we give examples where excision 
fails and then in Section 8 we will give examples where excision holds. 
Let B = R[t], I = r”B and A = R OZ. Then we have 
Lemma 6.1. (a) For all R, K1(A, I) = ii(A). 
(b) If R is reduced, then the natural map KI(A, I’)+ El(A) is onto. 
(c) If NK,(R) = NK2(R) = 0, then kz(B/Z’) =K1(B, I’), r 3 1. 
Proof. From the exact sequence 
K2G4) + K2WZ) --* KIM, 1) + KIM) + KILWO 
and the fact that A/I = R we get K1(A, I) =gl(A). If R is reduced, then U(A, Z2) = 
U(A, I) = 1 so K1(A, Z2)+K1(A, I) is onto by Lemma 4.1. Part (b) follows. If 
NKl(R) = NK2(R) = 0, then K2(B) = K2(R) and KI(B) = K1(R) so (c) follows from 
the exact sequence 
K*(B) + Kz(B/Z’) + Kl(B, I’) --* Kl(B) + Kl(B/Z’). 
In [17] Vorst proves that NKzA[T] = 0 implies NK,(A) = 0, so for (c) a sufficient 
hypothesis could have been stated using K2 alone. Note that if NKI(R) = 0, then R 
must be reduced. 
Now assume that R is of characteristicp. By Vorst’s exact sequence (Section 2) and 
Lemma 2.3 we see that ker (K1(A, I) + Kl(B, I)) is generated by 
t m-1 
[ 1 l+At” ’ nCmS2n. 
These elements are 1 if m is not a multiple of p (Section 1). Therefore we have a 
surjection 
NR + ker (K1(A, I) + Kl(B, I)) 
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where N is the number of integers m, n <m c 2n, that are divisible by p, and NR 
means the direct sum of N copies of R. For each such m, the corresponding copy of R 
is mapped by 
t m-l 
A-, 
[ I 1+/b” * 
Theorem 6.2. Let R be a ring of characteristic p that contains an infinite subfield. Let 
m=ap’,n<mS2n,(a,p)=1.1fAERP’,then 
t m-l r 1 l+/\t" =l* 
Proof. By [6, p. 461 the up’-th powers generate RP’ as an abelian group. Thus it 
suffices to prove that 
t WI-1 
a= l+At” =l I. 1 
when A = pap' E Rap’. But then 
1 = -~(d(p”P’t)@f’P’-‘) 
= -‘P(d(&@(&p’-l 
Let k = Z/pZ and B’ = k[X], I’ = t”B’, and A ’ = k @I’. There is a homomorphism 
6 : B’+ B defined by f?(X) = pt. We have O(1’) c I and B (A’) CA. Then (Y = d(P), 
where 
E ker (K1(A’, I’) + K1(B’, I’)). 
By Theorem 4.3, p = 1, so a = 1 also. 
The infinite subfield of R is needed to apply Theorem 2.8 of [6]. In fact, R need 
only contain a “sufficiently large” subfield (how large depending only on a). If a = 2 
we have 
so we don’t need the subfield assumption at all. Under the assumptions of Theorem 
6.2 we have homomorphisms R/RP’ + K1(A, I) given by 
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where n cm G 2n and m = up’, (a, p) = 1. One might expect that these copies of 
R/RP' are linearly independent in K1(A, I), under suitable assumptions on R. This 
turns out to be the case, except that if p = 2, m = 2n one gets a copy of R/R*'-' 
instead of R/R*'. For awhile we don’t need the infinite subfield assumption on R. 
Now assume NKl(R)=NK2(R)= 0. The inclusion yields the following com- 
mutative diagram: 
Z?*(A/Z*)+ K1(A,Z2)-~1(A)-0 
Ig J onto 
o-Zt*(B/Z2)A K1(B,Z2)- 0 
The rows are exact by Lemma 6.1. We rewrite this in the form 
Z&(A/Z*) + K~(A,Z*)--&(A)-0 
II J i 
~2(A/Z2)3K1(B,Z2)- cokerpcp-,O 
J J 
0 0 
The surjection RI(A) + coker p(p is induced by a standard diagram chase. Since p is 
an isomorphism, coker pep = coker cp, and we have a surjection RI(A) --, coker rp. 
Remark. K1(B, I*) is generated by Mennicke symbols since K,(B/Z*)= 
D(B/Z*, rB/Z*) is generated by ( , ) which map to Mennicke symbols in K1(B, Z*). 
Since the kernel of excision for any ideal is generated by Mennicke symbols, 
K1(A, I*) (hence also g,(A)) is generated by Mennicke symbols. In particular 
GL(2, A) + if,(A) is onto. 
We now compute the image in coker rp of 
r 
KY 3 
ap, E~I(A)=K~(A,Z). 
First compute p(,V”-’ , f) (i.e. apply the boundary map of [lo, p. 541). In B/Z* 
(l+AP’)-* = l-/P’. 
Also 2ap’ - 1 > 2n since ap’ > n. Thus 
(I -AtaP’)(At”P’-l) = Al’lp’-‘. 
Therefore 
(At “‘-l, t) =X_,( -t(l -At”P’))X,(Af=p’--I)X_o(f)Xol(-Afap’--l) 
X,(l)X_,(-1)X,(1)X,(-l-At”P’)X-,(1-At”P’)X,(-1-At”P’) 
in Sr(B/Z*). Lift this to the same expression in St(B). Mapping to GL(B) (with a = 12 
and --(Y = 2 1) we get a 2 x 2 matrix A4 that lies in GL(B, I*) = GL(A, Z*). The class of 
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A4 in Kr(B, 1’) is p(hP’-‘, t). Denote the class of M in K1(A, I*) by F. The image of 
p is R,(A) is represented by the same matrix IV, which factors in GL(B) as the 
product of 10 matrices all of which lie in E(A) except the first and third. Computing 
the product of the first three matrices we get 
( 1 0 )( 1 = -t(l-AP’) 1 0 hP+’ >( 1 1 t 0 1> 
( 1 + AtaP’ 
*pP’-l 
= A Zt2ap’+ 1 1 _ ht”Pr + A *pP’ > 
which represents 
To find the image of 
in coker cp we lift to p E K1(A, I*), map to p(AtuP’-‘, t) E Ki(B, I*) and then apply p-* 
to get (Afop’-‘, t) E K2(B/12). The class of (Atap’-‘, t) in coker cp is the desired image. 
To continue further we must make some assumption about R. If all the r equal 1, 
then we need only assume that dA = 0 in flR if and only if A E RP. To handle r > 1 we 
need to use results from [ 141 which require that R be a “smooth local algebra” over a 
perfect field k. This means that R is the localization at a prime ideal of a smooth 
k-algebra (smooth in the sense of “lisse” in Grothendieck’s Elements de Geometrie 
Algebrique). This includes some but not all fields of characteristic p. In [14] 
z2R[r]/r” is denoted C,_iK2(R). Furthermore (f, g) in [14] is the same as (-f, g) of 
[8], which we have been using up until now. We want to refer to literature written in 
both notations, so we will continue using (f, g) as in [8], and use (f, g)’ to denote the 
symbol (f, g) of [14]. Thus (f, g)’ =(-f, g). The change in notation is quite harmless. 
Nowletmi<mz<-** < mN be those integers divisible by p that satisfy n C rn; g 
2n. Suppose 
!i[lTl;,,,,]=l inzi(A). 
I 
Starting with ml we will successively show that A, E RP’ (where p* is the highest 
power of p dividing mi). Thus by 6.2) we conclude 
Mapping to coker p we conclude that s = c;“=, (Ai~mz-l, t)E J?z(B/I’) lies in image q. 
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Since k*(A/I*) 3 D(A/I’, I/I*) all elements of image Q are of the form 
(a + hot” + * . . + bn_lt2n-1, c()tn + c/+-l +. * . + C”_p’) 
D2 
= (a, cot”) (a, Cltn+1)* . +7, Cn-lf2n-‘)~ * . 
(b”_lt*-l, ClJf”)’ . *(bn_lt2”-l, Cn_lt2”-‘). 
(Here we are using the presentation of z’t(A/r*) and g2(B/Iz) given in [8] and the 
relations Dl, D2, 03 of that paper.) By D3 (bt”“, ctnci) = 0 if i +j > 0. Therefore 
image Q is generated by (bt”“, c)i = 0, . . . , n - 1 and (bt”, ct”) (b, c E R). 
First consider the ml term. If ml = 2n assume that p f 2. (The case rndv = 2n in 
characteristic 2 will be discussed later). Let ml = up’ where (a, p) = 1. The 
homomorphism B/I* = R[t]/t’” --, R[t]/P’ induces a homomorphism 
Then p(s) = (hlt’p’-l, t) lies in the subgroup of 22[t]/tap’ generated by (bt’, c) 
I = n, . . . , up r- 1, c, b ER. The term (br”, ct”) equals zero if m1<2n because it 
equals (bcnt2n-1, t) (by D3) and t*“-’ =0 in K2R[t]/t”‘. If ml = 2n we have 
up’= 2n. We have assumed p # 2 in this case, so p divides n and again 
(bcnt2”-l, t) = 0. 
If (A /p’-l, t) were zero in g2R [t]/t”“’ we would have A 1 E Tp’ by Theorem 6.20 
of [14]. The idea now is to work our way through the proof of 6.20. The elements 
(bt’, c) are sent to zero along the way (except if p = 2, m = 2n), so we get A1 E RP’ 
after all. First we apply the transfer map 
F, : z2R[t]/tap’ + &R[t]/t”‘. 
Explicit formulas for F, in terms of the ( , )’ are given by Theorem 3.4 of [14, p. 501. 
We have 
F,(A ltap’-l, t)=-F,(A&‘~‘-‘, t)‘=-(AltP’-‘, t)‘=(A,tp’-l, t) 
and 
F,(bt’, c) = -F,(bt’, c)’ 
= _d(bofdCald-lti/d, c)f = d{ba/dCa/d-lti/d, c)
where d = (a, i). But up’/2 c n pi so p’/2 s i/a 6 i/d. Thus, taking j = i/d, 
(AifP’-i, t) lies in the subgroup of z2R[t]/t”’ generated by (bt’, c) with b, c E R, 
p’/2 s j < p’. Now consider the case r = 1. If p = 2 and r = 1, then our assumption that 
up < 2n implies that a <n so 1 < n/u c i/d = j. But j cp’ = 2 so there are no j’s in 
the permissible range. Thus (Air, t) = 0 in E2R[t]/t2. By Theorem 6.16 of [14, p. 821 
Al~R2. (This result is also in [13]). If p >2 and r= 1 we can apply the “dashed 
arrow” of Lemma 6.18 of [14, p. 831. This gives a homomorphism ~,R[t]/tP+ 
z2R[t]/t2 = f?k which sends (AltP-l, t) to dbl. However we have seen that 
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(hlfP-‘, t) lies in the subgroupof kzZ?[t]/tP generated by(br’, c)‘withp/2 <j<p. To 
apply the dashed arrow to (btj, c)’ lift to (bt’, C)‘E &R[t]/tZP and apply the map Fp 
which lands us in &R[t]/r2. Again using Theorem 3.4 of [14, p. 501 we get 
F,(br’ c)‘=(bPcP-* j 
Thus we get dh 
t , c)’ which equals 0 since j 2 2 for all p (note that (j, p) = 1). 
i = 0 in fla, and we are assuming R to be such that this implies A 1 E R p. 
(One can also prove that dhi = 0 by using the dlog map, as in [13].) 
Now consider the case I > 1. We first apply the transfer map 
Fp:I?2R[t]/tP’-+I?2R[t]/tP’-‘. 
By Theorem 3.4 page 50 of [14] we have 
Fp(A~P, r) = -Fp(A,P, t) 
= -(AItp’-‘-l, t)’ = (AIfP’-I-*, t)_ 
Also, 
F,(bt’, c) = -F,(bt’ c)’ 
. 
= -d(bpfdCpld-‘tjld, c)’ = d(bP/dCp/d-ltj/d, c) 
where d=(p,j). If d=l,Fp(bt’,c)=(O,c)=O because p’-r~p’/2~j. If d=p, 
F,(btj, c) = p(bt’lP, c) = (bPcp-’ j t , c). The last equality follows from Proposition 1.5 
(iii) of [14, p. 401 (or Lemma 2 of [13]). Again we get F,(bt’, c) = (0, c) = 0. Thus 
(AlfP’-‘-l, t)=O in k2R[t]/tp’-‘, so AI E RP’-’ by Theorem 6.20 of [14, p. 891 
(assuming R is a smooth local algebra over a field k). When we apply the “dashed 
arrow” [14, p. 831 
we claim that all the D(bt’, c) equal zero. For if d = (p, i), then (as with F,) 
D(b$ 
, 
c) = d(bP/dCPld-ltjfd 
, c). 
First consider p > 2. Then p r-1 <p’/2 sj so D(bt’, c) = 0 whether d = 1 or d = p. If 
p=2wehavep ‘-* <j by our assumption that ml < 2n so again D(bf’, c) = 0. Thus 
D(AIfP’-l, t) = 0 in ~2R[t]/tP’-“‘. We then conclude as in the proof of Lemma 6.18 
of [14, p. 831 that Al E RP’. Using Lemma 6.2 we get 
1 
= 1. 
1 
Now continue with m2,. 
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If r = 1, then for all A E R we have 
so the expected copy of R/R2 isn’t there. If r > 1, then (bcr”, t”) = 0 in k,(B/l’). By 
the first part of the above proof we conclude that A E R2’-‘. We now show conversely 
that if A E R2’-’ (r 3 2), then , 
KY 1 LIZ’ = 1. 
Let A = CL”-’ and c = 2’-2. Then in g,(A) 
[ 1 $LttaC] = [1 :“,“:~t~..]u (since a odd) 
= [ ;;;:j::][ 1 +‘,244ac-’ 
= (@2a)4ac-* 
[ 1 1 + (/_&t2”)’ * 
Map F2 OX’FJX] + A by X + ,utZa. Then 
[ ;-;‘I + [ ~;‘;,‘zJ. 
But by Theorem 5.1 (a), K1(F20XcF2[X]) = 0 so 
Therefore the expected copy of R/R” is RfR”-I. 
We can now summarize our results. The partial result 6.3 is stated separately 
because its proof did not require R to contain a large subfield. 
Theorem 6.3. Letp be a prime number, and R a ring of characteristic p. Let B = R [t], 
I = t”B and A = R 0 I. Suppose 
= 1 in Kl(A, I) 
where m = up’ n < m G 2n. (a, p) = 1. Then A E RP’ under either of the following 
conditions : 
(a) NK1(R) = NK2(R) = 0, p > 2 (or p = 2 and m < 2n), r = 1, and A E RP if and 
only if dh = 0 in RR. 
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(b) R is a smooth local algebra over a perfect field k, p > 2 (or p = 2 and m < 2n), 
r21. 
If p = 2, r > 1, and m = 2n, then A E R”-l. 
Theorem 6.4. Let R, B, A be as in Theorem 6.3. Suppose R contains an infinite (or 
“sufficiently large” finite) subfield. Let ml < m2 < - * * < mN be those integers divisible 
by p that satisfy n < mi c 2n. Let mi = sip’ where (ai, p) = 1. Then ker(Ki(A, I) --* 
K,(B, I)) zz @E, RI R “’ under the following conditions : 
(a) NKI(R) = NKt(R) = 0, p > 2, each ri = 1, and A E RP if and only if dA = 0 in 
OR. 
(b) Same as (b) of Theorem 6.3. 
If p = 2 there is a similar direct sum decomposition except that the .Vth summand 
equals R/R”N-~. 
In all cases the ith copy of R/RP” is mapped into Kl(A, I) by 
p-1 
A-, 
[ 1 l+r\tm, * 
We make a few more remarks about Theorem 6.3. The hypothesis A E RP if and 
only if dA = 0 in 6.3 (a) holds if R is an integrally closed domain; The only if direction 
is clear. If dA = 0 in an, then dA = 0 in & where K is the quotient field of R. Thus 
A E KP and integral closure implies A E RP. In fact if R is an integrally closed domain 
we can get away without assuming NKt(R) = NKz(R) = 0 in 6.3 (a). For if 
tm,-l c I 1 +Atm' = 1 in KI(A, I) 
(mi = ap, (a, p) = l), then we can apply 6.3 (a) over K and conclude that A E KP which 
implies A E RP. If each ri = 1, then the inclusion N(R/RP) + K1(A) splits, for we have _ 
constructed a homomorphism Kl(A, I) = Kl(A) + Non such that the composition 
N(R/RP)+ K1(A, I)+ Nan is an inclusion. Both R/RP and L!R are vector spaces 
over Z/pZ so we get the desired splitting, but it does not seem particularly canonical. 
If ri > 1 but we don’t have the smoothness needed to apply some of Stienstra’s results, 
we can use the same methods to prove the weaker result: 
Corollary 6.5. Let R be a ring of characteristicp 22 such thatNKz(R) = NK1(R) = 0. 
Let m = ap’ with (a, p) = 1 and r) 1. If dA f 0 in OR, then 
# 1 in K1(A, I). 
Proof. If 
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then, as in the proof of 6.3, 
F$‘a(Ar”-‘, t) = (AP-‘, t) = 0 in ~zR[t]/tP’-‘. 
Repeated applications of F, yield (AtP-‘, t)=O in I?zR[t]/rp, from which we 
conclude, as in the proof of 6.3, that dh = 0, contradiction. As above, if R is an 
integrally closed domain, we don’t have to assume NK2(R) = MC,(R) = 0. 
Finally 6.3 (b) can be globalized: 
Theorem 6.6. Let R be an integrally closed domain of characteristic p such that for 
some prime ideal Q, Ro is a smooth local k-algebra over a perfect field k. (In particular 
R could be a smooth k-algebra.) Then 
= 1 in K1(A, I) 
(m = up’, with (a, p) = 1) implies A E RP’ except in the case p = 2, m = 2n, rc*here we 
can only conclude A E R2’-‘. 
Proof. Apply 6.3(b) over Ra to conclude that A is a p’-th (or 2’-’ if p = 2, m = 2n) 
power in the quotient field of R. By integral closure A E RP’ (or R2’-‘). 
If we assume that R contains an infinite subfield the explicit computation in 
Theorem 6.4 can similarly be globalized. 
Finally we will briefly discuss excision for several more complicated 1’s. We will 
content ourselves with proving that excision fails, although our methods can prob- 
ably produce a more precise result. 
Lemma 6.7. Let Q E R[t], char R = p. If d(AQ(0)) f 0 in fin, then 
KZt2 z 1 in &(R ~tn~[t]), 
where n <up c 2n, and a is even if p = 2 and up = 2n. 
Proof. Let Q = Q(0)+alt+. * *+a,,~“‘. By Swan’s exact sequence [15], e(b, x1 + 
x2) = e(b, xl)e(b, x2). Therefore 
Q(O)fW- aptb+l)P-l 
I[ 1 +Aapt’~i”P ’ ’ * I [ 
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since if p does not divide i, then i is a unit in R and 
at’ 
[ 3 l+hbr’ =l. 
We now map R Ot”R[t] to R @t*R[tl where 
b= 
+ap up even, 
t(ap + 1) up odd. * 
Since (a + l)p, . . . , (a + r)p > 2b, by Lemma 1.2 
[ 
QJ 
(o+i)p-1 
1 +AaipPciJP 3 
goes to 1 in K1(R @t’R[f]) if i>O. By Corollary 6.5 
[ 
Q(O)?’ 
I [ 
t ap-1 
l+hQ(0)Pp = l+AQ(0)tap I +O 
in K,(R@rbR[t]) if d(AQ(0)) f 0. Therefore we are done. 
Theorem 6.8. L.er R be a commutative ring, NK1(R) = NKz(R) = 0, char R = p, 
0~ # 0, and g = (I - al)m’* . *(r - ar)mp whereai-aiER* forifjandmial foralli. 
Let I = gR[t] and A = R 0 I. If p d 2mi - 1 for some i, then excision fails and 
r 
(~-ar)ml . . . (r-_ai)bp-l.. . (t-a,)mr 1 
1 ’ +n,.i(a~_ai)m, O-aP - . * (t-ai)bP. . . (t-a,)“r i 
is a non-zero element of the kernel for dA f 0 and mi < bp =G 2mi p odd, mi < 26 < 2mi 
or 2b = 2mi, mi even, p = 2. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that i = 1 and al =O. 
Let (t-a*)“‘* * . * (t - a,)mr = 0. Then Q(0) = fni=2 a? E R*. Since A c R 3 
t”*R[r] and I c t”‘R[t], we have a homomorphism K1(A, I) + K1(R 0 t”‘R[r], 
r”‘R[t]). By Lemma 6.7 
Qt 
bp-1 
[ 1 A ’ + Q(0) - Qtbp # 1 in K1(R@t”*R[t], t”‘lR[t]) 
for dA # 0 and hence is not zero in K1(A, Z). 
Let B be a non-singular curve over a non-perfect field of characteristic p, 
r=p;1... P> an ideal of B such that B/Pi = Ki is a separable extension and 
2ai - 13~ for some i, and A = k @I. The proof that excision fails would go through 
as in Theorem 6.4 if we could show the element of K2(B/12) which is O~(AU~~~-‘, rt) 
in the first component and zero in the other components is non-trivial when mapped 
to K1(B, I*). However 
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where n < m s 2n and M = apr, (a, p) = 1. One might expect that these copies of 
R/RP’ are linearly independent in K1(A, I), under suitable assumptions on R. This 
turns out to be the case, except that if p = 2, m = 2n one gets a copy of R/R*‘-’ 
instead of R/R*‘. For awhile we don’t need the infinite subfield assumption on R. 
Now assume iVK1(R)=NK2(R)= 0. The inclusion yields the following com- 
mutative diagram: 
&A/1*) + Kl(A, Z*) + &(A) --, 0 
Iv J 0nm 
0 * Zz*(B/Z2) s Kl(B, Z2) + 0 
The rows are exact by Lemma 6.1. We rewrite this in the form 
x,(A/1*) + K1(A, I*) --*Z&A) -+ 0 
II i i 
z2(A/Z2) 2 K1(B, Z*) + coker p(p + 0 
4 J 
0 0 
The surjection Z?,(A) --, coker p(p is induced by a standard diagram chase. Since p is 
an isomorphism, coker p(p =coker 9, and we have a surjection x,(A) + coker cp. 
Remark. Kl(B, Z*) is generated by Mennicke symbols since l?2(B/Z2)= 
D(B/Z*, tB/Z*) is generated by ( , ) which map to Mennicke symbols in K1(B, Z*). 
Since the kernel of excision for any ideal is generated by Mennicke symbols, 
K1(A, I*) (hence also gl(A)) is generated by Mennicke symbols. In particular 
GL(2, A)-,R*(A) is onto. 
We now compute the image in coker rp of 
E RI(A) = KI(A, I). 
First compute p(AP”-‘, r> (i.e. apply the boundary map of [lo, p. 541). In B/Z* 
(l+AP’)-* = l-/P’. 
Also 2ap’ - 1 > 2n since ap’ > n. Thus 
(1 -At’P’)(At”P’-‘) = Al’IP’-‘. 
Therefore 
(At “‘-l, t)=X_a(-t(l-Atap’))X~(At=pr-1)X-~(t)X~(-At“p’--l) 
X,(l)X-,(-1)X,(1)X,(-l-At”P’)X-,(1-At”P’)X,(-1-At”P’) 
in St(B/Z*). Lift this to the same expression in St(B). Mapping to GL(B) (with a = 12 
and -(Y = 21) we get a 2 x 2 matrix M that lies in GL(B, I*) = GL(A, I*). The class of 
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[13] the latter equals @FEZ Z/iZ. Again by 6.1 we have KI(A, I) =SKI(A). We 
saw in Section 1 that the kernel of the excision mapping is generated by 
f a-1 
[ 1 1-t” ’ nCaG2n. 
If n <a G 2n - 1, then these elements have order dividing a, and 
[~~*~]~=[l~~*“]z”-l=l. 
Therefore the kernel of excision has order diving n (n + 1) . . * (2n - 1). The order of 
Ki(B, I) is n!, so X1(A) has order dividing [n(n + 1) - * - (2n - l)]n ! = (2n)!/2. Let 
p : D(A/I*, 1/12) + D(B/I*, rB/I*). 
As in Section 6 there is a surjection X1(A) + coker rp. We now compute coker cp. 
D(B/I*, fB/I*) = &Z[t]/t*” = i$ Z/ iZ. 
D(A/I*, I/I*) is generated by symbols 
(a,t” + an+lt”+* +* - - + a2,_lf2n-*, c + b,t” + b,+lt”+l + - . * + b2,_1t2”-‘). 
Under cp this maps to 
*n-1 
C (aili, ~)+C(ait', bit’) 
i=n i.i 
(n < i, j G 2n - 1 in the second summation). If i > n, then (ait’, c) = 0 since there is a 
homomorphism f2a * $2Z[t]/t*” sending aide + (ait’, C) and Rz = 0. If i + j > 2n, 
the relation D3 shows that (ait’, bit’)= 1. Thus we are left only with (at”, c) and 
(at”, bt”) = (abt”, t”) = (nabt2n-1, f). Also 
(at”, c) = (at”, c)(at”, l>-’ 
= (at”, c)(at”, -c +F aln) (by [13, Section 83) 
Altogether we get that image 4p is generated by (nt*“-l, t). But by [13, Section 71 
there is a split inclusion, 
O+Z/nZ 5 RzZ[t]/t2n *&2Z[t]/t*“-l-, 0 
with p(l) = (r2n-1, t). Hence image cp is generated by p(n) which has order 2. Thus 
coker cp has order (2n)!/2 and therefore SKI(A) does also. So 
2n-1 
SKI(A) = coker cp = (Z/nZ)O ,e2 Z/iZ. 
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But Kr(B, I) = & Z/iZ, so 
i=2 
2n-1 
ker (K1(A, I) + K1(B, I)) = @ Z/iZ. 
i=n 
It is interesting to note that 
t 
a-1 
[ I 
has order namely a C a s - and n = 2n). 
This is to be contrasted with the perfect field case (Section 4) where it seems difficult 
to find a direct Mennicke symbol proof that excision holds. 
8. Examples of excision holding without enough integers invertible 
In Sections 3 and 4 we showed that excision held in the polynomial case if enough 
integers are invertible or if the ground ring is perfect of characteristic p. In Sections 6 
and 7 we showed that excision may fail in non-perfect char p or char 0 but not enough 
integers invertible. In this section we show that excision may hold without the above 
assumptions. All of these examples are either rings which are bigger than 0 t”R[t] 
8.1) or ideal is than the (Proposition 8.2). 
K1(R 01, I) is isomorphism if only if integers are 
or R perfect of p. 
Proposition 8.1. Let p be a prime, p 25. Let R be any commutative ring such that 
(2p - l)!/p is a unit (eg. Z,, or char R =p). Let A = RO tp-‘RO tPR[t], B = R[t], 
I = PR[t]. Then K1(A, I) + K1(B, I) is an isomorphism. 
Proof. I/I* is generated as an A-module by tP, . . . , t2p-’ and B/A is generated by 
t t p-3 ,***, , tP-‘. Thus Ker (K1(A, I) + K,(B, I)) is generated by 
[ 1 -cp+i] psa62p-l,lSiSp-1. 
By Theorem 1.2 
[l_rta+i]= 1 fora +i>2p. 
By the assumption on the units 
Cl -IO+11 
=l forpCa+iC2p. 
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Fora+i=2p we have 
and 
since tp-* E A. Therefore 
t*P-’ 
f I 1+r\t*p =l 
since gcd(p, p + 2) = 1. By Lemma 1.1 
[l+:“,.]=[l:‘~:p]2p-a=l. 
Note that in this case I is the conductor of A in B. We also have 
Proposition 8.2. Let p be a prime, p S3.Letnbesuchthatn<ps2n-l.LetRbea 
ring such that p-*(4p - 2n - l)! is a unit. Let B = R[t], A = R 0 t”B and I = t*“-“B. 
Then K1(A, I) = Kl(B, I). 
Proof. 1/Z* is generated as an A-module by t2p-n,. . . , t4p-2”-1. B/A is generated 
by t, . . . , t”-’ . Therefore by Lemma 1.1 and 1.2 we need only consider 
t b-l 
c I l+,\tb ’ b=Zp-n+1,...,4p-2n. 
Since p>n, pC2p-n. Since p<2n, 3p>4p-2n. Thus p-*(4p-2n-l)! a unit 
implies that all integers less than or equal to 4p - 2n are units except possibly p and 
2~. Therefore by Section 1 
=l forb#2p,2p-n<b=z4p-2n. 
But by Lemma 1.1 
[l:‘;:p]“=[lyyp]=l 
since t” E A. Also 
[l~~:p]2p=[l~~t2P]2p-1=l. 
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Therefore its order divides c = gcd (2p, n). Then c = 1 or 2 since n <p. Thus c is a 
unit and 
Therefore excision holds. 
Note if char R = p or if R = Z,, excision fails for the conductor, i.e. Kl(A, t”B) + 
Kl(B, t”B) is not an isomorphism. Thus we have excision failing with the conductor 
but holding for an ideal contained in the conductor. 
9. A further counter-example to excision 
In this section we give an example of failure of excision which does not depend on 
the characteristic of the rings involved. 
Proposition 9.1. Let k c K be commutative rings such that NKl(k) = NKl(K) = 
NKz(k) = NKJK) = 0. Let B = K[t] and A = {f~ BIf(0) E k}. Let I = tK[t]. Then 
Kl(A, I) = 0~1~ and Kl(B, I) = 0. Thus Kl(A, I) = Kl(B, I) if and only ifRKlk = 0. 
Proof. We have a homomorphism K + B which maps k +A. This induces a 
homomorphism a,,, + a,,,. We claim that this is onto. Let b E B. Then b = 
bo + tf(r), f(t) E K[t]. Since (f(t) E A, in nsladb = dbo E im nKIk, Sending t + 0 
induces a homomorphism fls,* + f2~,k and the composition OK/k + f?B,A + f&/k is 
the identity. Thus OK/k = RBla. Furthermore 
Under the last isomorphism ad@ E R ~,k is identified with d/S&t = Lud@@t; so the 
map P of the Vorst sequence is P : flKik --, K1(A, I) given by 
By Lemma 6.1 KI(B, I) = k2(B/I) = 0 and p :g#3/1*)+ K1(B, I*) is an iso- 
morphism. Similar arguments show that K1(A, I) =l?l(A). Furthermore by [l, p. 
4491, K1(A/12) = Kl(k)O U(A/I*, I/I*). Thus RI(A) maps to zero in K,(A/I*) so 
we get a commutative diagram 
&A/I*) + KI(A, I*) + &(A) + 0 
14J J 5- 
I&B/I*) 3 Kl(B, I*) + 0 + 0 
hence the usual surjection zl(A) + coker rp. But B/I* = K 0 Kr, and A/I* = k 0 Kr 
(with t* = 0). By van der Kallen [7] there is an exact sequence 
K-5 
_ 
J&@/Z*) -, f&z + 0 
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where p2(cy) = (cut, t) (a E K) and (A +pt, at) + adA (a, A, ,u E K). Let w denote the 
composition 
&A/I*) --* &@/I*) --, &,a. 
Then w(A + pt, /3t> = pdA (A E k, p, p E K). Since 2 + k + K we have by [9, p. 1861 
an exact sequence 
The image of u is the same as the image of w and image of CP contains image 
(p2) C &3/z*). Thus coker rp = &,k. Now we need only show that the composition 
OK/k + KIW, 1) --* 0 K/k is the identity. By a COrtIpUtatiOn SiITdar to that in the proof 
of 6.3 we get 
PCPt cur> =
[ 
(u2p2(1+~)t2+~3p3(1+~)t3+Cy4~Sf4+~5p6t5 
1 -a2~*t2-a4pSt4 I* 
Working in gl(A) this equals 
1+apt+CY2p3t2(1+apt) = 1 [ 1+ffpt 1 +cY2p3t* 1-(r*p*t*--cr4pSt4 1-a*p*t*-a4pSt4 l-(u2p2f2(l+(u2p3t2) 3 
Thus the image of 
at 
[ I l-apt in OK/k = coker rp 
is the class of (p, at) which equals ad@. Thus the composition OK/k + KI(A, 1) + OK/k 
is the identity, completing the proof. 
Suppose now that k and K are fields. In characteristic zero the only way one can 
have &I, # 0 is for K to have transcendence degree > 0 over k. In this case A is not 
noetherian. But in characteristic p >O one has OK/k # 0 for a finite inseparable 
extension. In this case A will be noetherian. For example let k = F*(T) and 
K = k(h!J. Then 
A = Fi(T)OtFz(fi[t], 
which is generated as an F*(T)-algebra by X = tfi and Y = t. These satisfy the 
relation X2 - TY* = 0 so 
A =Fz(T)[X, Y]/(X*- TY*). 
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That is, we have the same type of example as mentioned in [16, 2.7 (ii)]. 
10. Remaining problems 
Let B be a connected non-singular curve over a field k, let I = PT’PZz * * * PZn be a 
B-ideal, and let A = k@I. We have shown that if char k = 0 or k is perfect then 
excision always holds. The counterexamples to excision in Section 6 are all for k 
non-perfect of char p > 0, Ki = B/P, separable over k, and B = k[t]. There should be 
similar counterexamples in higher genus but, as already remarked in Section 6, we 
have been unable to prove this. 
We also believe that if some of the Ki are inseparable over k then excision will fail. 
C. Weibel has shown us the following argument, which seems to support this 
conjecture. Let k be a non-perfect field of characteristic p, a E k - kP, and f = tP + a. 
Let B = k[t], I = fk[t], and A = kOfk[t]. We have A/I = k, but B/I = k(&) an 
inseparable extension of k. By Vorst [16, Theorem A], MC,(A) f 0. The rings B and 
B/I are both regular, so by the 5lemma applied to the exact sequence of an ideal we 
get K1(B, I) s K*(B[u], I[u]) w h ere I[u]=I Ok k[u]. There are isomorphisms 
Kl(A, I) =%1(A) and Kl(A[u], I[u]) = SKI(A[U]) Z SK,(A). There are functorial 
direct sum decompositions 
and 
K~tB[ul, GUI) = KI(B, OONKl(B, 0 
Since NK1(B, I) = 0 and NK1(A, I) # 0, 
Almost certainly Kl(A, I) a K1(B, I) but we have so far been unable to prove this. 
Another question is does there exist an A c B with Kl(A, I) isomorphic to 
K1(B, I) and Jc I such that K1(A, J) is not isomorphic to K*(B,J). Also if 
K1(A, I) + K1(B, I) is not an isomorphism, does there always exist a J c I such that 
K1(A, J) + K1(B, J) is an isomorphism? (Since the writing of this paper S. Geller and 
C. Weibel have answered the first question of this paragraph affirmatively and the 
second negatively.) 
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